
You will be required to install  a 13 amp switched spur beside the unit. 

Optional boost switches to the  bathrooms—you will require a 2 core cable (Volt-free operation) from the unit to a single re-

cessed box outside/inside of the bathroom, en-suite, WC and kitchen (please see wiring diagram below). 

The dimensions of the MVHR are provided on the proposal and available on our web site. Please allow a suitable trap door or 

area to suit the unit dimensions for access/installation. Allow for space in front of the MVHR unit for access to filter change and 

maintenance. 

Please remember to also allow sufficient space for the pipe work and manifolds to connect to the MVHR unit. 

To vent to the exterior we can either supply roof vents or stainless steel external cowls for you to install at a minimum distance 

of 1.5 meter apart. 

The Komfovent MVHR systems have a duct heater built into the unit. A temperature probe is required to be installed on the 

rooms supply air pipe on a straight run from the unit. The probe is supplied with the MVHR unit. 

A touch controller is supplied with the Komfovent MVHR, with a 10m length of cable. If preinstalling a cable before purchase of 

the MVHR or 10m is not long enough, we recommend 4 x 0.22mm2 cable up to a max length of 150m. 

The Komfovent is also connectable to a laptop or network. To do this you will require to fit a CAT5 LAN cable. 

For RHP models, You will be required to install a 22 mm condensation drain (max 1m) from heat recovery unit to proverbially a 

internal 30/40mm drain pipe with a inline waterless trap 

RPH Installations also require all supply air pipework throughout the property to be individually insulated. 
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